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ABSTRACT. The steep increase in Greenland’s glacial earthquake activity detected by the Global
Seismographic Network since the late 1990s suggests that a close inspection of these events might
provide clues to the nature and origin of such seismic activity. Here we discuss the detection of large,
unexpected seismic events of extraordinarily long duration (10–40min) occurring about once every
2 days, and localized in the ice stream that feeds the Earth’s fastest-moving glacier (Jakobshavn Isbræ)
from the east. These ‘glacial rumblings’ represent an ice-mass wasting process that is greater and more
frequent than glacial earthquakes have suggested. Probably triggered by calving, the rumblings are all
very similar regardless of duration, and all end with a sharp, earthquake-like event in which the largest
seismic amplitude is in the rumbling and that might signal the collapse of large ice masses upstream. By
calculating the total amount of seismic energy released as rumblings, we estimate that the maximum
seasonal amount of ice moved seismogenically down the ice stream is up to 12 km3, or 30% of the
average annual iceberg discharge in Jakobshavn.
INTRODUCTION
The largest outlet glaciers of the Greenland ice sheet (GIS)
have suffered rapid and dramatic changes during the last few
years. As the climate warms, GIS glaciers have lost kilometres
of ice at their calving fronts (Joughin and others, 2004; Howat
and others, 2005), thinned by 15% or more in their lower
reaches (Alley and others, 2007; Howat and others, 2007;
Stearns and Hamilton, 2007) and accelerated by factors of
1.5–2 (Howat and others, 2005; Rignot and Kanagaratnam,
2006). Surface melting has steadily increased (Steffen and
Huff, 2005; Steffen and others, 2006), resulting in the
seasonal delivery of lubricating meltwater to the base of the
ice sheet (Zwally and others, 2002; Steffen and others, 2004).
Meanwhile, the Global Seismographic Network (GSN)
detected a steep increase in seismic activity around the
outlet glaciers (Ekström and others, 2003). These findings are
consistent with the idea that ice sheets can respond rapidly
and even catastrophically to external forcing (Hansen, 2005;
Bamber and others, 2007), but the physical processes
involved remain poorly understood. In fact, little is known
about the causes of glacial earthquakes, a term used to
describe what might be bulk ice motions responding to
global warming (Ekström and others, 2003). Based on
teleseismic recordings by the GSN, glacial earthquakes are
described as being produced by large ice slides, and are
quantified by a product of mass and sliding distance of the
order of 0.1–2.0 1014 kgm–1. This is equivalent to 1–20 km3
blocks of ice sliding 10m in about 50 s, resulting in surface-
wave magnitudes of 4.6–5.1 (Tsai and Ekström, 2007).
RUMBLINGS AND GLACIAL EARTHQUAKES
To study glacial earthquakes more closely, we deployed a
ten-station, short-period, three-component portable IRIS
(Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology)/PASSCAL
(Program for the Array Seismic Studies of the Continental
Lithosphere) seismic array codenamed SMOGIS (Seismic
Monitoring of Greenland’s Ice Sheet), near Swiss Camp,
50 km north of Jakobshavn Isbræ, one of the areas identified
as generating glacial earthquakes (Tsai and Ekström, 2007).
Jakobshavn is the fastest-moving glacier in the world,
responsible for nearly 7% of Greenland’s annual ice loss,
and fed from the north and the east by two major ice streams
(Joughin and others, 2004). The seismic deployment
recorded continuously for 96 days during the 2006 field
season (May–August; a smaller but wider four-sensor array
was deployed during May–August 2007) and detected a
number of different types of seismic event, including some
likely to have been produced by thermal cracking, crevassing
and basal sliding of the ice sheet. Also detected were over 40
long-lasting, distinctive seismic events that we named
rumblings (or glacial rumbles). These have been tentatively
classified as a class of glacial earthquake; they are the largest
and longest-lasting seismic events in the monitored area and
are characterized by tremors lasting 10–40min (Fig. 1)
occurring about once every 2 days during the melt season.
Apparently triggered by calving at the glacier’s front, the
rumblings eventually end in a major earthquake-like shear
rupture that we call the culminating event (Fig. 1). Regardless
of their duration, all rumblings produce remarkably similar
seismograms from beginning to end (Fig. 1). To estimate the
location of rumblings we used ordinary seismic events (with
P- and S-wave radiation) embedded in and clearly related to
them (Fig. 2). The strongest (and easiest to locate) of these are
the culminating events, the radiation patterns of which are
consistent with those of a shear rupture along a fault plane,
just like ordinary earthquakes. That is, their radiation pattern
characteristics are consistent with those of a shear rupture
along a fault plane, a source mechanism typical of ordinary
earthquakes (Fig. 3). The most accurately located events
cluster around a major bend in the northern margin of the ice
stream, 5–11 km upstream from the calving front, and show
very clear P- and S-wave arrivals with moment magnitudes,
MW, ranging from 4 to 4.3, smaller than the low-end value
calculated with the GSN.We return to this important point in
the Discussion section.
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Because of the limitations of recording with the detail
afforded to a local seismic survey, the GSN detected only a
few of the rumblings reported here, and not as long-lasting
rumblings but rather as discrete glacial earthquakes, some of
which we identify with the culminating seismic events
mentioned above. Figure 4 illustrates the relationship
between glacial earthquakes and rumblings. What we
describe as a rumbling is recorded by the GSN as multiple
and not necessarily, or obviously, connected seismic events.
The high-frequency detail recorded by the SMOGIS array,
which was lost to the GSN detectors, reveals a number of
characteristics of glacial earthquakes that have not been
observed before.
Hypocenter locations
Seismic events are located using a standard iterative non-
linear inverting algorithm based on Geiger’s method (Lee
and Stewart, 1981) to determine the origin time and
hypocenter of an earthquake from P-wave arrival times. In
most cases, as the iteration proceeds, the solution vector
(three spatial coordinates and time) will converge until the
error is within some preset tolerance (based on data quality,
this can vary slightly from station to station). If, in addition
to P-wave arrival times, S-wave arrival times are used, the
inversion scheme is better constrained. As the rumblings are
all outside the area covered by the array, hypocentral
locations using only P-wave readings occasionally give less
reliable results. Accordingly, we used both P- and S-wave
arrival times when possible. Resulting errors in location are
shown in Table 1 to range between 1 and 2 km horizontally
for the best-located earthquakes and up to 7 km horizon-
tally for the less well located (Fig. 2). These standard formal
errors are extracted from the error matrix of the inversion
procedure (e.g. Lawson and Hanson, 1995). The focal depth
is unconstrained but has been estimated as 1.5–2.0 km
using synthetic seismograms (see below). Particle motions at
each station were also used to confirm the general direction
of approach of the seismic waves to the receivers. Typical
S-P times to the receivers are 6–7.5 s, which corresponds to
epicentral distances of 48–58 km from the array. The one-
dimensional (1-D) seismic velocity model used is a layer of
ice 1.2 km thick (a thickness range of 0.9–1.5 km did not
produce a notable difference in the resulting seismograms)
overlying a rock half-space. The average P-wave velocity in
the ice of 3.6 km s–1 is estimated from observations of P-
waves from near earthquakes. The average S-wave velocity
in the ice is estimated at 1.8 km s–1. The rock underneath
the ice sheet has a P-wave velocity of 6.1 km s–1, estimated
from surface-wave dispersion detected by the array. A
smooth, positive velocity gradient of 1% in 10 km was used
in the lower layer to account for strong amplitudes of
P-waves at the stations. As described later, the ice sheet
between Swiss Camp and Jakobshavn forms an excellent
resonating seismic wave-guide the estimated average
thickness and shear wave velocity of which are consistent
with the velocity model. In fact, the clear resonance shown
Fig. 1. (a) Examples of a new class of seismic source on Greenland: glacial rumblings from the Jakobshavn area. Over 40 such rumblings
were recorded in 96 days of continuous recording. Vertical components of ground motion are shown recorded on different dates at three
stations of the seismic array. The events are remarkably similar from beginning to end. The rumble of 19 May 2006 shows a clear precursor
(labeled 1) to the culminating event (2). The epicentral locations of these events suggest upstream propagation of the seismogenic rupture
process (see text for details). (b) Further examples of rumblings detected at all the recording stations of the seismic array. Notice the similarity
among all seismograms regardless of their very different durations (10–35min). The culminating event has the largest amplitude in all
sequences and can be followed closely by a smaller ‘aftershock’.
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even at the shortest periods indicates that, for the purpose
of modeling, the effect of the path can be simulated with a
1-D model of an ice layer of constant thickness over rock.
Several of the models that were run included the deep
graben under Jakobshavn. For sources located at the
northern margin, the effect of the local geology at the
distant array was found to be second order to the ringing
produced by the ice waveguide.
Synthetic seismograms and event magnitude
Full-wave synthetic seismograms for the earthquake-like
events within the rumblings were computed using the three-
dimensional (3-D) seismic wave solver e3d developed at
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA,
USA (Larsen and others, 1998). Synthetics for a large range
of possible focal mechanisms and radiation patterns were
examined using velocity models with and without the
surface ice layer. In this way, we deduced that the surface
ice layer (and not complexities at the source) strongly
contributes to the strong ringing seen in the P-waveforms.
Although the focal mechanisms of the seismic events cannot
be tightly constrained because station locations cover only
an angle of 208measured from the source area, the preferred
model closely reproduces the observed variation in absolute
and relative amplitude of the P- and S-waves (Fig. 5).
Fortunately, all events are almost due south from the array,
which makes the SV and SH component phases (vertically
and horizontally polarized S-waves respectively) nearly
decoupled, facilitating the visual inspection of the radiation
pattern and decisions on what sort of models should best
represent the source. The most important observation in this
regard is that the SH, SV and P-wave radiation from the
events is what would be expected from double-couple shear
rupture mechanisms of ordinary earthquakes, not from
single force sources or ice sliding (Ekström, 2006). Focal
depths varying between 3 km and the surface were simu-
lated. The closest simulation of depth phases indicates a
focal depth of 1.50.5 km.
Fig. 2. Epicenters of glacial seismogenic events in the neighborhood of Jakobshavn glacier. Green circles with a plus sign: location error no
greater than 2 km. Gray circles: location error greater than 2 km but less than 7 km. Most events occur along the margin of the ice stream that
feeds the glacier from the east. No seismicity was detected associated with the south-flowing ice stream. Notice the locations of the
precursor (1) and the culminating event (2) that occurs a few minutes after. The 2006 SMOGIS array is about 50 km north of the ice stream.
Image from Landsat Thematic Mapper (July 2001).
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Fig. 3. Detail of the culminating event from the 19 May 2006 rumble. The inset shows an expanded view with the three components of
ground motion. The seismograms show seismic wave amplitudes and phases no different from that of an ordinary earthquake produced by
shear rupture. Typically, the earthquakes whose epicenters are shown in Figure 2 have similar strong P, SV and SH radiation, consistent with
a double-couple mechanism. In fact, numerical experiments show that a single force mechanism oriented nearly east–west (E–W), as
previously proposed, would produce strong SH in the E–W component, but very small P and SV in the north–south (N–S) component, and
almost no P on the vertical component (both P and SV phases are nearly nodal), which is not borne out by the observations at this or at other
stations (see synthetic seismograms in Fig. 5).
Fig. 4. Relationship between rumblings and glacial earthquakes. The figure shows the only rumbling event (11 June 2006) detected
simultaneously by the GSN and the SMOGIS array. Signals from 40 GSN stations are shifted in time and stacked to enhance the
originally weak signal. The resulting stack closely matches the SMOGIS recording of the event, showing the relationship between
glacial earthquakes (individual peaks in the stack) and the rumbling as defined here. Stack provided by M. Nettles (see also Ekström,
2006).
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To calculate the seismic moment magnitude, we compare
the amplitude of the synthetic seismogram (computed for a
total moment M0 of 10
27 dyn cm) with that of the observed,
and then apply the empirical formula (Stein and Wysession,
2003)
MW ¼ logM01:5  10:73
followed by averaging the values thus obtained over the
array. Tectonic seismic events, with local magnitudes 2–3.5,
were located some 140–160 km west and southwest of the
array, a region not covered by the present ice sheet. Most of
these earthquakes occur in bursts or swarms lasting a few
days, with epicenters aligned near and roughly parallel to
the estimated western margin of the ice sheet during the Last
Glacial Maximum (Dietrich and others, 2005). They are thus
likely to be related to postglacial rebound, possibly to
extensional tectonics caused by deglaciation flexure at the
fore-bulge of the ice sheet (Chung and Gao, 1997). Other
glacial earthquakes, which we refer to as icequakes, are
relatively common in the area but very small, so that more
than three array stations rarely record the same event. Their
characteristic strong surface waves and weak P- and S-waves
closely resemble the classic Lamb’s problem solution (Lamb,
1904): a seismogram produced by a single, shallow (within
100m of the surface) point force in a semi-infinite half-
space, which suggests thermally induced cracks in the ice.
Their estimated local magnitudes are in the range 0–1.
RUMBLING, CALVING AND EVIDENCE FOR
UPSTREAM PROPAGATION
An important clue to the nature of the rumbling process was
obtained from the major rumbling of 19 May 2006 (Fig. 1,
middle seismogram). We timed and located both an
apparent ‘precursor’ (labeled 1 in Figs 1a and 2) to the
culminating event and the culminating event itself. This is
the only instance of two consecutive, well-located events
occurring within a rumbling. The first (and smaller) of the
two events occurred 125 s before the culminating event and
Table 1. Hypocentral locations of ice-stream events. errX, errY, errZ and errT are estimated errors
Year Month Day h min s Lat. Long. Depth errX errY errZ errT
8 8 km km km s
Only P-waves available
2006 05 14 05 59 13.11 69.3445 –49.2955 2.61 4.53 6.55 6.04 1.11
2006 05 14 20 09 51.82 69.3514 –49.0589 0:48 6.48 4.05 6.90 1.87
2006 05 14 20 11 04.68 69.5004 –49.4383 3.11 6.66 6.23 7.07 1.16
2006 05 19 10 18 17.24 69.2851 –49.2283 4.57 1.47 0.58 1.27 0.25
2006 05 27 23 12 49.52 69.1395 –49.4446 2.98 0.56 0.51 0.58 0.10
2006 06 01 05 44 14.52 69.1131 –49.3633 2.82 1.48 1.33 1.52 0.25
2006 06 01 08 01 29.12 69.0900 –49.4365 3.07 0.98 0.92 1.00 0.16
2006 06 06 20 48 47.85 69.1730 –49.4720 2.47 1.30 1.20 1.39 0.23
2006 06 08 04 28 04.02 69.1071 –49.3323 3.07 1.72 1.59 1.75 0.29
2006 06 09 00 57 29.20 69.1286 –49.3142 2.76 2.03 1.73 2.09 0.34
2006 06 09 09 46 21.73 69.0963 –49.3861 2.91 0.50 0.47 0.52 0.08
2006 06 09 09 57 07.20 69.0798 –49.4039 2.78 1.86 1.74 1.90 0.31
2006 06 11 14 58 51.25 69.0574 –49.3698 2.95 1.25 1.19 1.27 0.21
2006 06 11 15 22 11.72 69.3964 –49.4514 1.88* 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2006 06 11 15 22 57.57 69.3333 –49.1862 3.00* 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2006 06 11 15 31 09.86 69.0877 –49.3476 2.57 6.48 6.12 6.60 1.09
2006 06 12 04 18 17.35 69.1192 –49.3956 3.00 1.18 1.07 1.22 0.20
2006 06 12 07 12 46.53 69.1870 –49.3460 3.00 0.58 0.52 0.60 0.10
2006 06 12 11 38 39.19 69.1885 –49.5391 7.87 0.60 0.58 0.64 0.10
P- and S-waves
2006 05 14 12 41 41.67 69.1474 –49.5121 2.94 1.89 2.19 2.74 0.30
2006 05 14 20 11 32.52 69.1215 –49.3696 3.00 1.14 1.37 1.78 0.19
2006 05 19 02 28 26.72 69.1211 –49.3740 2.80 0.54 0.90 1.44 0.11
2006 05 19 02 59 30.69 69.1186 –49.5195 2.50 0.74 1.05 1.56 0.13
2006 05 19 03 02 36.50 69.1077 –49.3763 3.07 0.31 0.52 0.78 0.06
2006 06 01 05 08 05.05 69.1101 –49.4366 4.61 2.02 3.00 4.15 0.39
2006 06 01 05 36 19.62 69.1208 –49.4396 2.46 1.22 1.83 2.25 0.22
2006 06 01 20 06 48.71 69.1376 –49.4470 3.00 0.34 0.37 0.51 0.05
2006 06 06 15 47 17.21 69.1179 –49.5435 2.81 1.10 1.43 2.11 0.17
2006 06 08 06 30 27.06 69.1137 –49.5696 2.91 0.30 0.36 0.51 0.05
2006 06 09 01 05 45.90 69.1182 –49.3930 2.99 1.58 2.45 3.69 0.29
2006 06 11 14 51 20.91 69.1151 –49.3485 2.96 0.32 0.53 0.82 0.06
2006 06 11 15 17 01.31 69.1129 –49.3519 2.91 0.57 0.92 1.41 0.11
2006 06 12 14 24 13.31 69.1576 –49.4547 4.98 1.46 1.63 2.66 0.20
*Only three stations recorded these events.
Note: The two events in boldface belong to the same rumbling. Their timing and the location of the second upstream from the first suggests upstream
propagation.
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was located 5.2 1.3 km upstream of the calving front and
5.81.9 km downstream (6.9 km if measured along the ice
stream) of the epicenter of the culminating event (Fig. 2).
The timing and relative locations seem to indicate that the
fracturing process propagates upstream, perhaps starting at
the calving front, as the observations reported below
indicate. In fact, a glaciological research station deployed
by researchers from the University of Alaska in the close
neighborhood of Jakobshavn’s terminus recorded a power-
ful calving event around the time of the 11 June 2006
rumbling (personal communication from J. Amundson and
M. Truffer, 2007) but the exact time was not available. In
2007, Amundson and Truffer recorded calving events both
photographically (time-lapse imagery) and seismically in
the neighborhood of the calving front. Fortunately, four
stations of the SMOGIS array were also running during
2007, and one rumbling that was recorded by a seism-
ometer located in the rock outcrop near the southern end of
the calving front allowed direct comparison of waveforms
and differential arrival times with the SMOGIS deployment
(Fig. 6). The origin time of the rumbling was estimated with
four stations as 14 h: 07min: 59.42 0.47 s (sampling rate
0.01 s), using previously determined P-wave phase velocity
through the array and assuming the calving event started at
the center of the calving front. The observed arrival time at
the University of Alaska calving front station (JAKO) was
approximately 14 h: 07min: 55 7.5 s (sampling rate 15 s).
Despite the low sampling rate at this station, the close
timing and strong similarity in waveforms (Fig. 6) indicate
that the calving event recorded at JAKO is the same as that
recorded by the four SMOGIS stations as the first arrival of
this rumbling. This rumbling also shows a clear culminating
event that we were able to locate 12.0 5.5 km upstream
from the calving front, with origin time 14h: 54min: 39.5 s,
or 46min 40 s after the start of the calving event. Although
the location error is large, the implication is that the rupture
does migrate up-stream.
Table 2 lists University of Alaska observations of calving
events in 2007 compared with arrival times of rumblings
detected by the SMOGIS array. Although the observed
calving times are based on time-lapse imagery and not on
seismic data, and not all calving events appear to be
related to rumblings, all detected rumblings occurred
following or within the hour when calving observations
are reported.
Rumbling characteristics and dynamic interpretation
The most important feature of the rumblings is that they are
very similar to each other despite their different durations
(Fig. 1). This suggests that a common dynamic, i.e. a
common process (mass wasting, sliding), always occurs
through the same sequence of events, from calving to
culmination. This sort of timescale-invariant pattern in such
a complex time series is unusual, and probably indicates a
highly repeatable process of local glacier dynamics cur-
rently unknown to us. The synchrony of a large calving
event with the timing of rumblings (discussed above) and
the apparent synchrony shown in Table 2, suggests that
calving at the glacier’s terminus produces the nearly
constant, small-amplitude, emergent signal that initiates
the rumblings and lasts for several minutes (Fig. 1). We also
have evidence that, in at least two instances, a time
sequence of events in a rumbling indicates upstream
propagation of the rupture process within a rumbling.
Fig. 5. Comparison between recorded and computed seismograms
for the culminating event of the 19 May 2006 glacial rumbling. The
synthetic is calculated for a fault consistent with the geometry of the
ice-stream margin and the inclination of the deep valley’s rock wall.
The seismic event is interpreted as nearly horizontal slippage on a
nearly vertical rupture surface on the north margin of the trough
along which the ice stream flows. The focal depth is estimated at
1.5 0.5 km. Synthetics are robust to small (5–10%) changes in
source parameters. The radiation pattern is inconsistent with a
single force mechanism (see text for details). The vertical (V), north–
south (N) and east–west (E) components of ground motion are
depicted in each panel.
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Fig. 6. Rumble of 5 June 2007 recorded at four stations of the SMOGIS array and at a calving-front seismic station (JAKO) and lapse-time
photography station deployed by the University of Alaska (personal communication from J. Amundson, 2007). The calving event was
detected throughout the four stations of the 2007 SMOGIS array. Origin time calculation of the calving event and the timing and location of
the culminating event suggest upstream propagation of the rupture process (see text for details).
Table 2. Observed calving events and the timing of rumblings, 2007. Cm: culminating event; No signal: no rumble detected; Rumble: long-
duration seismic event (10–40min)




5/16/07 17:00 No data available
5/21/07 17:00 16:32:53.945 16:57:07.000 (Cm)
5/29/07 14:00 14:04:54.035 Calving 10 s prior
6/05/07 09:00 09:15:00.265 09:12:35 calving?
6/05/07 13:00 13:12:06.935 Small event
6/05/07 14:00 14:07:59.42 14:07:557.5{
6/20/07 05:00 05:33:16.015 05:37:20.460 (Cm)
6/20/07 20:00 No signal
6/27/07 15:00 15:07:33.205 15:09:15.205 Strong Begin at 15:05:12.110
6/29/07 07:00 No signal 05:49:49.440
7/03/07 21:00 20:59:05.695 Cm?
7/04/07 17:00 17:21:36.895 Small rumble
7/10/07 07:00 06:47:17.705 Rumble 07:22:18.355 Small
7/14/07 09:00 09:05:01.485 Rumble 09:10:17.215 (Cm)
7/16/07 12:00 No signal 11:02:01.455 (?)
7/17/07 17:00 No signal
7/26/07 19:00 18:56:05.395 Small rumble
7/30/07 12:00 12:07:46.355 Small rumble
8/01/07 20:00 20:35:11.065 Large rumble
8/02/07 20:00 19:39:33.815 Large 19:54:30 (Cm)
8/17/07 12:30 12:42:09.675 Small rumble
*From time-lapse imagery (personal communication from J. Amundson, 2007; see also Amundson and others, 2008).
{From a seismogram recorded on land in the immediate vicinity of the calving front.
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However, without direct observation of source directivity or
systematic seismicity migration we have to wait for further
observations. An array closer to Jakobshavn, which is to be
deployed in 2010, will help decide this important matter.
To explain the ubiquitous presence of the culminating
event in all the rumblings detected, we hypothesize that as
the effect of calving propagates upstream, the fractured and
dislodged ice eventually undermines support (buttressing) to
large ice masses upstream (the longer the rumble duration,
the larger the mass to be displaced). Accelerated by the force
differential created by the disappearing support, the
dislodged ice slips seismically along the contact between
the ice and the wall rock of the U-shaped deep glacial
trough (Clarke and Echelmeyer, 1996) that underlies the ice
stream. Synthetic seismograms and the radiation pattern
from the events studied suggest that the seismogenic
slippage that produces the culminating events occurs along
the margin of the ice stream, and could be produced by a
large mass-wasting event. These culminating events usually
have the largest amplitude in the seismogram and, in
characteristic fashion, occur at the end of the rumbling, as if
marking the end of the process. Their radiated seismic
energy is almost equally distributed between the P-, SV- and
SH-waves, as would be produced, for instance, by a strike–
slip earthquake on a vertical or near-vertical fault oriented
along the ice-stream margin. Models with a horizontal or
nearly horizontal fault plane and horizontal slip vector, as
would be expected from basal slip, produce |SV/SH|
amplitude ratios smaller than observed.
The best-recorded culminating event is that of 19 May
2006 (Fig. 1a). At its epicenter, the ice-stream margin is
oriented 708 from north, and the slope of the trough wall in
this locality is 60–708 (Clarke and Echelmeyer, 1996). These
facts were used to approximate the geometry of the rupture
surface and construct synthetic seismograms for the event. A
model consistent with the observed seismic radiation pattern
at the array is a fault with strike 7058 from north, dip
70108 south and rake –15258. The best-fitting synthetic
seismograms (Fig. 5) occur for a focal depth of 1.5 0.5 km
below the surface. The synthetic seismograms of our
preferred model are robust to small (5–10%) changes in
the source parameters. No attempt was made quantitatively
to describe the difference between observed and computed
seismograms, as high-frequency differences would bias and
probably overwhelm the more important similarities in the
overall amplitudes. The array elements are narrow-band,
high-frequency seismometers, so low-pass filtering of the
signal is hardly practicable as the response of the sensors
drops rapidly below the peak at 4Hz.
The synthetic seismograms provide evidence of a radi-
ation pattern consistent with a double-couple mechanism,
not with a single force representing a sliding process, as
proposed by Ekström and others (2003). This discrepancy is
not entirely surprising, given that the teleseismic data
consist of long-period surface waves in the 30–150 s band
whereas the culminating events recorded by our array last
10–12 s (Fig. 3), have spectral power in the 1–10Hz
band, and do not necessarily reflect the mechanics of the
entire rumbling. There is also the fact that the centroid
moment tensor (CMT) inversion scheme (Dziewonski and
others, 1981) normally used to determine focal mechan-
isms from teleseismic long-period surface waves cannot
deal with shallow, horizontal, fracture plane sources
because the important moment components necessary for
the double-couple description of the source vanish as the
source approaches the free surface (Dahlen, 1993). To
avoid this problem, Tsai and Ekström (2007) used the more
appropriate centroid single-force scheme (Kawakatsu,
1989), which provides more satisfactory fits to the data.
Their success in fitting the teleseismic waveforms suggests
that a rumbling, if considered as a whole single event, can
be in part described as a slide. However, the details we see
are more complicated. Our closer look reveals that the
typical duration of rumblings is much longer than 150 s,
that sliding might not actually be the entire story, and that
stick–slip earthquake-like rupture along steeply dipping
faults might occur in individual events within the
rumblings that were not (and probably cannot be) detected
teleseismically.
The dynamics of the source mechanism suggested by our
data are consistent with the fact that the most accurately
located events (Fig. 2) occur along the high-shear margin of
the west-moving ice stream. Here, the relative motion
between the streaming ice and the ice sheet is nearly
20md–1 (Joughin and others, 2004) so that ice is likely to
fail by brittle fracture (Hooke, 2005) near the contact with
the wall of the trough. The focal mechanism we prefer for
the 19 May 2006 culminating event (strike 708, dip 708 S,
rake –1528) is consistent with the orientation of the ice-
stream margin at the epicenter, the geometry and steepness
of the deep valley walls. The slip vector direction, obtained
from comparison with the simulated seismograms, is
consistent with a combination of horizontal flow and gravity
collapse, which seems kinematically reasonable. A combin-
ation of rock and ice brittle rupture cannot be ruled out,
because the rupture process is certainly complex, as can be
inferred from the intricate P-wave radiation; however, the
details are yet to be analyzed. Synthetic seismogram
experiments suggest that the culminating events must occur
at depths of 1.0–2.0 km. A likely area for the nucleation of
slip is on the margin of the ice stream, about halfway to the
bottom of the deep valley, where the ice temperature is
–208C or below (Iken and others, 1993; Funk and others,
1994), and shear rupture similar to that in ordinary
earthquakes is possible.
Basal sliding at the bottom of Jakobshavn valley might be
difficult to sustain in a temperate layer. However, Ananda-
krishnan and others (1993) and Wiens and others (2008),
among others, show that in Antarctic ice streams basal stick–
slip is possible, an example being ‘Ice Rise A’, a natural
topographic high at the base of Whillans Ice Stream, which
acts as an earthquake asperity zone. In the much narrower
and steeper glacial valley under Jakobshavn ice stream,
where flow processes are likely to differ from the Antarctica
model, this might not happen in the same fashion. However,
Wiens and others (2008) report slip episodes of 25min in
Antarctica, in line with the 10–40min duration of the
rumblings reported here and in contrast with the 30–150 s
sources described by Ekström and others (2005).
Overall, the data show a weak linear relationship
between rumble duration and maximum amplitude; that is,
longer rumbles result in larger culminating events. This is
consistent with the idea that longer rumbles imply greater
loss of mechanical restraint (buttressing), leading to the
collapse of correspondingly greater ice masses upstream.
The culminating events are key to understanding the
underlying mechanism, and further study of their source
geometry and dynamics is clearly needed.
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The time distribution of rumbling duration (a measure of
their size or magnitude) during the 96 day 2006 field season
appears to follow the seasonal solar input, as do most glacial
earthquakes (Tsai and Ekström, 2007). However, the two
largest rumblings actually occur 10 days before the summer
solstice. The observation period is also too short to show a
clear correlation between the occurrence of rumbling (or the
size of these rumblings) and tides, in contrast to that reported
for Antarctica (e.g. Bindschadler and others, 2003; Wiens
and others, 2008). On Alaska’s Columbia Glacier, O’Neel
and others (2003) found evidence for long-period tidal
modulations of calving, although in a later paper (O’Neel
and others, 2007) they find no conclusive evidence for
tidal or other physically motivated external forcing. The
subject is by no means closed and, for Jakovshavn, requires
longer, multi-year time series.
All rumblings come from the ice stream feeding the
glacier from the east. No clear seismic activity was detected
directly on or along the ice stream that feeds Jakobshavn
from the north, perhaps because this does not flow through a
deep trough.
RESONANCE IN THE ICE LAYER
What sustains the strong, high-frequency wave radiation (the
rumbling proper) against internal friction losses? The P-wave
attenuation factor, QP, of ice is usually less than 1000 for
polycrystalline ice (Kuroiwa, 1964). Thus, the sustained
seismic radiation could be attributed to continuous and
seismogenic downhill sliding of ice. However, there is
evidence that the rumbling is sustained at least in part as
trapped seismic energy resonates inside the ice sheet, along
the path between source and receiver. According to ground-
penetrating radar measurements (personal communication
from G. Catania, 2006), the thickness of the ice around
SMOGIS is 1 km and changes little between the array and
the neighborhood of the glacier (0.8–1.3 km). In fact,
spectrograms of the transverse component of ground motion
show as many as five separated single-frequency bands that
last as long as the rumbling (Fig. 7). The resolution of the
spectrogram demonstrates that the separation between bands
is nearly constant, around 0.9Hz, with the lowest observed
frequency at 0.47Hz. Such a sequence is totally consistent
with the transverse (SH) eigenfrequencies of a 1 km thick
layer of ice with S-wave velocity of 1.8 km s–1 resting over a
relatively rigid (rock) substratum (Ewing and others, 1957).
Similar patterns corresponding to ice thicknesses 0.9–1.3 km
are observed at most seismic stations (if the shear wave
velocity is assumed unchanged) as the source–receiver
trajectories sample different regions of the ice sheet.
DISCUSSION
The culminating events must play an important role in the
mass wasting process that creates the rumblings. Most of the
discrete events within the rumblings show P- and S-wave
radiation similar to that of the culminating event and rarely,
as in the case of the precursor event (Fig. 1), is the noise low
enough to allow event location. The radiation pattern of the
culminating events is consistent with a near-vertical strike–
slip shear rupture parallel to the ice-stream margin. The
radiation pattern of a horizontal fault surface, which would
simulate basal slippage, is similar to that of a vertical fault
(Fig. 8), although it predicts a ratio |SV/SH| that is smaller
than observed. It can, however, be argued that the array sees
only 208 of the radiation pattern variation, which might not
be diagnostic, even if the synthetic seismograms match the
relative amplitudes of the different phases across the array.
Furthermore, the array is centered fortuitously on one of the
nodal directions for P-and SV-waves of both source models
(The azimuth to the array measured from the direction of
flow is about 908). In a glacier the basal layer of which is
temperate (Funk and others, 1994), it is intuitively difficult to
think of stick–slip earthquake-like slippage, yet it has been
shown that such events can happen even for thawed beds
(Anandakrishnan and Bentley, 1993; Wiens and others,
2008). Thus, basal slip on a horizontal fault cannot be totally
ruled out at this time.
Fig. 7. Spectrogram of a section of the rumbling of 11 June 2006 showing that the transverse component (horizontally polarized S-waves, or
SH) includes a set of discrete frequencies consistent with the resonant modes of a layer of ice 1 km thick with seismic wave velocity of
1.8 km s–1 overlying rock of much higher rigidity. The normal mode frequency, fn, for such a combination is given by fn ¼ (2n+1) ß/4h,
where ß is the wave velocity, h the thickness of the ice layer and n ¼ 0, 1, 2, is an integer (Ewing and others, 1957).
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As indicated above, the magnitude, MW, of the
culminating events ranges between 4.0 and 4.3, which is
smaller than the low-end value calculated with the global
seismic network. The discrepancy is resolved if we estimate
the magnitude of the rumblings using their entire duration.
There might be a number of ways to proceed, but one we
find very simple is to note that each rumbling contains a
large number of individual seismic events, sometimes
recognizable by their P- and S-waves and by the fact their
amplitude is greater than the background. In the timescale
of Figure 1, these events appear as spikes distributed
throughout the seismogram at irregular times and with
varying amplitudes. An approximate estimate of each
rumbling moment magnitude (i.e. what a teleseismic
observer would measure as MW) can be made because
variations in the actual location of the sources (as long
as a rumbling is assumed to be a single process of rupture
in a localized area, as appears to be the case) and the
precise timing of the spikes within the rumble do not
affect such a magnitude estimate. We observe that
there are typically 15–25 spike-like events in a 1000 s
rumble (cf. Fig. 1), so we can assume that each rumble is
made up of discrete events separated by 50 s from each
other and each with the average amplitude of the spikes,
which is very close to half that of the culminating
event. We disregard the background wavefield, which
we described above as mostly resonant energy in the ice
layer and which will probably be attenuated at tele-
seismic distances. With such a construct we obtain a
moment magnitude range of 4.6–4.9 (culminating event
included) for the 10–40min rumblings, respectively, which
is consistent with the magnitudes reported by Tsai and
Ekström (2007) for the Jakobshavn area and explains
the discrepancy.
From these magnitude values the total seismic energy
released during the 96 days of recording by the rumblings
can be estimated and, from that, the total seismic moment,
M0. Then, using M0 =SD (Aki and Richards, 2002) we find
that the total energy released by the rumblings is equivalent
to, for example, a shear displacement, D, of 150m over a
4 km2 rupture surface, S (rupture surface 2 km long and
2 km deep). This assumes that the ice rigidity, , is
31010 cgs units (shear wave velocity of 1.8 km s–1). As
the ice stream is 3 km wide, the maximum seasonal amount
of ice moved (seismogenically) down the ice stream is up to
12 km3 if its entire width slips, or 30% of the average
annual iceberg discharge in Jakobshavn (Maas and others,
2006). As eight long rumblings (longer than 1000 s) made
the bulk of the wave radiation during the 2006 season, one
simple way to collect these quantities together is to say that
the maximum volume of ice displaced seismically per
rumble was, for instance, 12 km3 each with seismic slip of
19m, or 1.5 km3 each with slip of 150m.
In this paper we have reported the detection of
unexpected seismic events of extraordinarily long duration
(10–40min) occurring about once every 2 days during the
melt season, and localized in the ice stream that feeds
Jakobshavn Isbræ, Greenland’s fastest-moving outlet
glacier. As the process is clearly seismogenic, we argue
that continuous seismic monitoring of Greenland’s outlet
glaciers could provide answers to whether and how the
surge in seismic activity over the last decade (Ekström and
others, 2006) is related to the ice sheet’s response to
ongoing warming.
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